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Take The Time
Sometimes when I tell people what I do, they sort of laugh and say, “Manners? Does anybody
really pay attention to manners anymore?” What I have found is that many, many people do pay
attention. However, there are definite challenges that come along with promoting
etiquette/manners in the today’s world. I’ve actually identified five.

Convincing people that the small amount of extra time and effort it takes to treat people
with respect, consideration and kindness is worth it in so many ways – social, business,
and emotional. With the hurried pace we all experience these days, it is often manners that get
left by the wayside. It does take a few minutes to write that thank you note. Stopping to greet
someone may mean a few minutes before you get to your desk. Waiting for everyone to be
seated at the table before you start eating may make the dinner hour slightly longer. Those
extra minutes do add up. But the gain you make in improving your day, your own mood, and
your relationships is worth hours more than those few extra minutes. The challenge is helping
others to see that!

Getting the message out that there are standards of behavior and that being flexible does
not mean acting below those standards. Flexibility is what allows us to be respectful of the
diversity of customs and standards that are part of the world today, but we never suggest that
people should behave below the standard. For example, standards of dress vary from work
place to work place. It’s important to be flexible as you choose what to wear depending on the
culture of the office where you are working. However, no matter what the culture, you would not
wear something that falls below the universal dress standard that requires clean and not
ragged. I’d be curious to hear from you if you have other examples I could share.

Getting the message out that while manners change, the principles do not. While
manners are very different today than they were yesterday, and while manners differ from
region to region, the principles of respect, consideration and honesty are timeless and universal;
they are exactly the ones that guided Emily Post’s advice and that guide manners across
regions today. The manners are simply how we articulate the principles in our relationships with
others: we show respect by greeting each other with a smile, we show consideration by holding
the door for our friend; we show honesty by finding the positive truth rather than telling a white
lie. “Oh my gosh, I got started a little late; I’m so sorry!” rather than “The traffic was awful” when
it really wasn’t.
Some manners that have gone by the wayside as society changes:
1. No more manners for dealing with chaperons (kids today think chaperons are parents on
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field trips).
2. We don’t leave calling cards on silver platters on certain days of the week.
3. Kids don’t call their fathers by their title and last name.
4. Women do go to social events without gloves.
5. We include reply cards in wedding invitations.
6. Kids are both seen and heard at the dinner table.

There are many more manners that have gone by the wayside AND there are plenty of
new ones. Ask your kids what manners they think should be considered when we talk about
texting. At first they won’t have any but if you ask them what would be rude or disrespectful
they’ll think of several. Talking about the principles is a great way to get kids talking about
manners.

For more information on Emily Post Business Etiquette Programs contact Director of Sales
and Relationships, Dawn Stanyon at
This e-mail address is being protected from
spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it
.
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